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Abstract. The authorship of questioned documents often constitutes important
evidence in criminal and civil cases. Linguistic stylistic analysis can often help to
determine authorship. Computational methods have been applied to authorship
analysis in academia for decades, and in recent years have achieved the levels
of reliability needed for application to real-world cases. This article surveys the
di�erent types of computational authorship analysis methods and their compo-
nents in a practical vein—describing the assumptions each makes, the analytic
controls they require, and the tests needed to measure and ensure their reliabil-
ity. Speci�cally, I discuss many of the potential pitfalls in their application, to
guide practitioners in more e�ectively achieving trustworthy and understandable
results. It must always be remembered, though, that there is no substitute for ex-
pertise, experience, and careful human judgment.

Keywords: Authorship, computational forensic linguistics, computational autorship analysis, re-

liability.

Resumo. A autoria de documentos questionados constitui, muitas vezes, prova
importante em casos civis e criminais. A análise linguística estilística ajuda fre-
quentemente a determinar a autoria. Na academia, há várias décadas que os
métodos computacionais são aplicados à análise de autoria, tendo, recentemente,
alcançado os níveis de �abilidade necessários para aplicação em casos reais. Este
artigo apresenta uma revisão dos diversos tipos de métodos de análise de au-
toria computacional e os seus diversos componentes numa perspetiva prática—
descrevendo os pressupostos de cada um, os controlos analíticos de que necessitam,
e os testes necessários para medir e assegurar a sua �abilidade. Especi�camente,
discuto muitas das possíveis armadilhas inerentes à sua aplicação, de modo a aju-
dar os peritos fornecendo-lhes orientações para alcançarem resultados mais �áveis
e compreensíveis. Não podemos esquecer, contudo, que não existe qualquer sub-
stituto para a especialização, experiência e cuidadoso julgamento humano.

Palavras-chave: Autoria, linguística forense computacional, análise de autoria computacional,

�abilidade.
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Introduction
Computational methods for authorship attribution have grown in importance for foren-
sics as they have become more accurate and more applicable to real-world situa-
tions. A well-publicized recent case of computational authorship attribution (if not in
a forensic context) was the 2013 computational unmasking of J. K. Rowling as the au-
thor of the novel The Cuckoo’s Calling by (independently) Peter Millican and Patrick
Juola (Mostrous, 2013; Zimmer, 2013). They were contacted by London’s Sunday Times
to con�rm a tip that Rowling had pseudonymously written the book. The two re-
searchers independently performed computational stylometric analyses that pointed
towards Rowling as a more likely author than some other plausible candidates; when
shown the evidence, she reluctantly admitted that she was the author.

Of course, it is rare for a forensic authorship question to end with an unequivocal
confession, and so the question of the strength and reliability of the evidence adduced is
critical. Daubert’s criterion that a method have “known or potential rate of error” is not
a simple question to answer, since performance of any method will depend greatly on
the speci�cs of the case. It can be tricky to ensure that the right analysis method is used
for the task, to design the analysis protocol to produce reliable results, and to properly
assess the strength of the resulting evidence. There are many parameters that must be
determined and set, and there are no simple formulas for doing so that are valid in all
cases. Always expert judgment is a key factor.

This article provides guidelines for using computational authorship attribution in
the forensic context (and for critiquing such use). Speci�cally, my aims here are to show
(i) how current computational methods can be used for authorship attribution, (ii) the
promise they bring to forensic authorship analysis as a complement to traditional lin-
guistic techniques, and (iii) how to recognize and avoid common methodological pitfalls
in their application.

Overview of the Process
The process of applying computational authorship attribution starts with three key
choices (partly externally constrained):

• Choose an attribution algorithm/method to use;
• Create a corpus comprising two or three subcorpora: the questioned texts (Q) of

unknown authorship (provided as part of the case), a set of known texts (K) by
candidate authors (usually provided by the attorneys), and possibly (depending
on the method to be used) some comparison texts (C);

• Determine what features of the texts to extract and what measurements of their
occurrence to use to characterize each text.

While these choices can be made separately—di�erent methods can be applied to the
same corpora and features, di�erent feature sets can be used with a single method, etc.—
they are signi�cantly interrelated. Some features may work better with some methods
than others, and the choice of method may have strong implications for how the corpus
is constructed and vice versa.

Given a corpus, method, and features, the attribution process is as follows, in broad
outline:

1. Evaluate the chosen method on texts of known authorship to establish the relia-
bility of the method for the given case;
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Figure 1. The �ow of the overall process of authorship attribution, showing which
sections of this article deal with each subtask.

2. Apply the chosen method to K, Q, and C to form an analysis of the authorship of
the texts in Q;

3. Evaluate the meaning and signi�cance of attribution results in the context of the
given case.

There are di�erent ways to implement each step of the process, some of them valid only
for certain methods or in certain circumstances; we will discuss these considerations
below.

In the remainder of the article I will discuss the considerations that should go into
these six elements of the process, and the pitfalls that must be avoided to ensure trust-
worthy results. Each of the following sections treat one main aspect of the process and
method of computational authorship attribution, as depicted in Figure 1. The article does
not follow the order of the process, for expository reasons.

It must be emphasized that this article is naturally only a roadmap, and the mere fact
that an analysis avoids the pitfalls discussed herein cannot guarantee its validity—expert
judgment must always be applied to the speci�cs of any case.

Task Formulation
Before discussing di�erent computational authorship attribution methods, we must �rst
discuss the variety of attribution tasks that can be addressed. Di�erent formulations of
the task will be appropriate for di�erent cases, as we will see.

The simplest task formulation, author classi�cation is where a set of speci�c candi-
date authors with known writings is given. For example, the Federalist Papers are a series
of articles published pseudonymously by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John
Jay in 1787 and 1788 to promote the rati�cation of the new United States Constitution.
In this case, famously addressed in Mosteller and Wallace’s (1964) landmark stylometric
study, there are three candidate authors, and the problem is to classify each article to
its correct author. Or consider the authorship question of the various sections of the
late 16th Century play The Raigne of King Edward the Third, whose authorship is widely
disputed. Much of the play is attributed to Shakespeare, but many sections are vari-
ously attributed to several other period playwrights, mainly Thomas Kyd, Christopher
Marlowe, Michael Drayton, and George Peele. The attribution question for a particular
section (say, one scene) could be formulated as “Which of these �ve individuals wrote
this section?”

In general, the larger the number of candidates, the harder the task is to solve. Even
if a set of candidate authors is known, it is often necessary to consider the possibility that
some unknown author outside that set is the actual author (i.e., to allow “unknown” as an
answer to the classi�cation question). This setting, open-set attribution, is more di�cult
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to solve reliably than closed-set attribution, where the candidate set is known (or can be
assumed) to contain all possible authors of the questioned text.

An important form of open-set attribution is author veri�cation, where there is only
one candidate author A and the task is to determine whether or not that individual was
the author of the questioned document or not (Koppel et al., 2007; Halteren, 2007; Koppel
et al., 2007). One important version of veri�cation is when we are asked whether two
documents X and Y were authored by the same person (Koppel et al., 2012b).

As an example of veri�cation, consider the question of whether the book The
Cuckoo’s Calling was written by J. K. Rowling, or not, as mentioned above. To ana-
lyze this question, Patrick Juola compared the style of the book with that of one other
book by each of J. K. Rowling and three other British mystery authors, Ruth Rendell, P.
D. James, and Val McDermid. The question was whether Rowling was a noticeably more
likely author than the other three, which would provide some evidence for or against
her authorship of The Cuckoo’s Calling.

A solution to veri�cation can also be used to solve general open-set author classi�-
cation by comparing Q to the known documents for each candidate and attributing it to
the author whose documents are most reliably same-authored with Q, and if none are,
giving the result “unknown”.

Veri�cation is more di�cult than classi�cation, and requires di�erent methods, since
the alternatives include everyone in the world other than A.

In cases where a speci�c set of candidate authors is not available, authorship pro�l-
ing can sometimes be useful, determining demographic and social characteristics of the
author based on language use. Such pro�ling is based on comparing features of Q with
features drawn from analysis of large datasets labeled for the pro�le categories of inter-
est, such as author age, sex, education, linguistic background, and the like. As a general
rule, due to its broader conclusions, authorship pro�ling is more useful for investigations
rather than for evidence of speci�c authorship.

Pitfall 0(a) (Match the task formulation to the case) Di�erent formulations of au-
thorship attribution make di�erent assumptions about the nature of the data and the ques-
tion to be answered. Make sure that your formulation of the problem matches the structure
and evidential requirements of the case.

Algorithmic Attribution

Methodological foundations

Most of the methods for solving the above problems rely on a fundamental notion of
computing form of stylometric similarity and comparing its values for di�erent texts.

There are many ways to devise a similarity measure for this purpose, and we will
discuss some of the details of doing so below. In the vast majority of approaches, a simi-
larity measure is constructed by �rst identifying a number of textual features which are
presumed to be more-or-less indicative of style and authorship. The collection of the
frequencies of these features in a given text then is considered to characterize the style
of the text. For example, in one of Mosteller and Wallace’s (1964) foundational studies
of the Federalist Papers, they used a set of 68 function words as features. They thus char-
acterized each of the Federalist Papers by a vector of 68 numbers, each the frequency in
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the document of one of the function words from their list. In Section ‘Feature Extrac-
tion’ below we discuss the choice of features and how this may a�ect the reliability of
authorship attribution.

Given a set of features, measuring the similarity of two texts comes down to mea-
suring the similarity between two numeric vectors representing the frequencies of all
the features in each of the documents. The more similar are the corresponding frequen-
cies, the more similar the two texts are, in terms of the features that have been counted.
A number of di�erent mathematical formulations have been proposed for calculating a
score for measuring similarity—the most commonly used today are:

• cosine similarity, commonly used in information retrieval (Salton and Lesk, 1968),
computed for two vectors 〈x1, x2, · · · , xn〉 and 〈y1, y2, · · · , yn〉 as∑

i xiyi√∑
i x

2
i

∑
i y

2
i

• min-max similarity (or Ruzicka similarity), which has been recently shown to
be particularly e�ective in authorship attribution applications (Kestemont et al.,
2016; Halvani et al., 2018), computed as∑

i min(xi, yi)∑
i max(xi, yi)

This feature-vector approach to computing a measure of stylometric similarity be-
tween two texts comprises the steps of:

1. Identify the features of interest in each text;
2. Count the number of occurrences of each feature type in the texts, and normal-

ize them to compute relative frequencies (as a fraction of total tokens in each
respective text), giving a numeric feature vector for each text;

3. Compute a similarity score from the two vectors.
The precise character of the resulting similarity measure will depend on what textual
features are chosen, how frequencies are normalized, and what similarity scoring func-
tion is used. All of these must be taken into account when comparing di�erent methods.

Other document representations have also been used to construct useful similarity
measures for authorship attribution. Similarity of graph representations of word type
collocations (Arun et al., 2009; Vilariño et al., 2013) in documents can be compared by
measuring the similarity of the graphs directly. Sequence-based “string kernel” meth-
ods (Lodhi et al., 2001; Cancedda et al., 2003; Xing et al., 2010), developed for general text
and genome comparison can also be used. In each case, the correlation of the chosen
similarity measure with likelihood of authorship (and, as far as possible, independence
of topic and text type) for the relevant texts must be established.

Stylometry and attribution
Now, let us suppose that we have in hand a reliable stylometric similarity measure M ,
such that we can assume that the likelihood that two texts have the same author is
(roughly) proportional to the similarity of the texts under M . (This is of course a strong
and unrealistic assumption; we will discuss how to deal with this fact further below.)
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Given such an M , we can solve authorship attribution in a relatively straightforward
manner.

For author classi�cation, we would compare the questioned text Q to each of the
known texts K1 through Kn, and choose the author whose known texts are most similar
to Q. If there is a near-tie, then we might have evidence of co-authorship. And if none of
the known documents are su�ciently similar, and we have a large number and variety
of known documents, we may conclude with some degree of certainty that Q’s author
is not one of the candidates.

This intuitive algorithmic schema is not, however, quite su�cient in practice. First,
how do we devise a stylometric similarity measure that will have the desired correlation
with authorship? Next, even given such a measure, what do we mean by “su�ciently
similar”? How similar is similar enough? Third, how reliable can such a similarity mea-
sure be anyway? How can we know how reliable it is? Perhaps more importantly, since
no similarity measure will be perfectly reliable, can we devise methods that are robust
to not-perfectly-reliable similarity measures? How can characteristics of the known and
questioned documents, such as number and length of documents and their genres, a�ect
results? Finally, this overall framework does not tell us how to directly address the ver-
i�cation problem (we have no alternative candidates) or the pro�ling problem. We will
now turn to outlining di�erent speci�c algorithmic approaches which deal with these
questions in a variety of ways.

Classi�er learning

Perhaps the most straightforward approach is classi�er learning, in which the set of
known documents, each labeled with its correct author, is used as input to a classi�er
learning algorithm, whose output is a classi�cation model m which outputs a predicted
author for any input text it is given. A great variety of di�erent classifer learning algo-
rithms have been developed, many of which can be meaningfully applied to authorship
attribution. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses, and the reliability of any par-
ticular method needs to be established for the particular task at hand. While a method
should be chosen for its plausibility on the given problem based on the research liter-
ature, its reliability must also be evaluated on the available data, since the speci�cs of
the scenario (the number of candidates and texts per candidate, the lengths, genres, di-
versity, etc. of the texts, and so forth) will a�ect accuracy, sometimes signi�cantly (see
Section ‘Establishing Reliability’ below).

The speci�c choice of classi�cation algorithm, however, is less important than the
composition of the corpus of known documents relative to the questioned document,
and the choice of linguistic features by which to represent the character of a text. I
brie�y give an overview of classi�cation learning here; for more detail about machine
learning and how to use it, see (Domingos, 2012).

A classi�er learning systemC (see Figure 2) takes as input a set of known documents,
each with a label (collectively the training set), represented as a set of document/label
pairs, {〈di, Li〉} – in authorship attribution, each label Li is the known author of the
corresponding document di. The output of C is a classi�cation model m, which itself
takes as input a document d and outputs a predicted label L. The goal is that m should
classify new documents (not in the training set) with high accuracy. A key question
therefore, which we will discuss in Section ‘Establishing Reliability’ below, is how to
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Figure 2. Flowchart showing the classi�cation process (for two candidate authors).
See text for details.

e�ectively evaluate C’s ability to produce a high-accuracy m. Such evaluation is done
using a separate test set of document/label pairs, where the labels assigned by m are to
be compared to the ‘correct’ labels given in the test set.
Pitfall 0(b) (Evaluate methods on case documents) Do not assume that a particular
classi�cation algorithm will work well for a given case, just because it has been shown to
work in published research. If the texts used in that research di�er qualitatively or quanti-
tatively from those in the case, or the features used di�er, results can be noticeably di�erent.
Whenever possible, you should evaluate the chosen method on the given documents in the
case as well.

Keep in mind that a classi�cation model m will always give some answer for any text,
so it is helpful (if possible) to use a method that can also give a (validated) measure of
m’s con�dence in its answer. Such a measure, if reliable, can give a clearer picture of the
strength of evidence provided.

Authorship Veri�cation
In authorship veri�cation, we seek to determine if a particular individual, A, wrote the
questioned document Q. We are provided some known documents by A, but have no
other candidates for the authorship of Q—the other candidates are everyone in the world
other than A. A naive approach to veri�cation would select some number of plausible
alternative authors and show that A is more likely than any of them, using a classi�ca-
tion approach. This will neither be reliable, nor convincing, since it is always possible
that even if A’s documents are closer to Q than any of these alternates, an even closer
candidate B may be lurking just around the corner. (This is not an issue per se when a
candidate author set is constructed based on the facts of the case.) So more sophisticated
methods are needed.
Pitfall 0(c) (Veri�cation 6= ‘more likely than known alternates’) If the question in
the case is veri�cation—whether or not a speci�c individual authored Q—it is not enough
to just show that Q is a more likely author than an arbitrary set of alternate possibilities,
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since there is no guarantee that it is su�ciently broad to characterize the near-in�nite al-
ternatives.

Veri�cation by classi�cation
One scenario in which veri�cation might be approached using classi�cation techniques
is when there is a known closed candidate set, but just one of the candidates is of interest.
That is, the question is whether or not A wrote the document, and it is known that
the author was either A or one of a small set of other candidates B1, ..., Bn. Given
known documents for all of these candidates, a straightforward approach would be to
build a two-way classi�er, deciding between similarity to A’s known documents and the
collected known documents of B1, ..., Bn. If Q looks more like the former than the latter,
than there is evidence to verify A. However, the fact that A’s known documents will be
less stylistically varied than those of B1, ..., Bn taken together can bias the process. This
can be evaluated by also running n other similar tests, verifying authorship of B1 versus
A,B2, ..., Bn, of B2 versus A,B1, B3, ..., Bn, and so on. If the results are consistent, i.e.,
only one of the candidates is veri�ed, the method can be considered potentially reliable
in this case. But if many of them appear veri�ed, the method has been shown to be
unreliable in the given case.

Pitfall 0(d) (Test author vs. group classi�cation for all candidates) Even given a
closed candidate set A,B1, ..., Bn, verifying A’s authorship by classifying A versus the
other candidates is not a prima facie reliable procedure. You also need to probe the reliabil-
ity of such binary classi�cation by similarly verifying each of B1, B2, and so forth; unless
all results are consistent, the original result cannot be considered reliable.

Unmasking
One important type of scenario for which veri�cation is the appropriate paradigm is
when the potential author A is suspected of attempting to disguise their authorship. If
A is at all competent at doing so, simple classi�cation will likely fail, since they will
include features that are highly uncharacteristic of their own writing, which will tend
to confuse classi�cation. This can also happen without deception, in some cases where
known and questioned documents di�er in extraneous ways such as genre or time of
composition, that can introduce irrelevant but distinguishing features.

A method that has been shown to work well for such cases, despite this di�culty, is
unmasking (Koppel et al., 2007; Kestemont et al., 2012). Suppose we have two sets S1 and
S2 of documents (or sections of documents), where we know that each set has a single
author, and we want to know if S1 and S2 have the same author. If there is no deception,
then we could try to learn a classi�er to distinguish S1 documents from S2 documents;
if an accurate classi�er can be learned, then the author is likely di�erent, but if a learner
cannot learn an accurate classi�er, the sets are stylometrically indistinguishable, and
so are likely by the same author. Obviously, this method will not work in the case of
deception, since the (lying) author will have added arti�cial features to distinguish the
document’s style from their own, and the classi�er will use them and get high accuracy.

The unmasking method unmasks these features by learning a sequence of classi�ca-
tion models. After learning the �rst, cross-validation accuracy is measured (see below),
and the features that contributed most to determining the classi�cations are removed
from consideration. (Deception-based features are likely to be such strong features by
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their nature.) Then learning is repeated with a reduced feature set, and accuracy mea-
sured. Again, strong features are removed, and learning with accuracy measurement
repeated. This process is repeated a number of times, giving a sequence of generally
declining accuracy values (an unmasking sequence), as more and more features are re-
moved. However, if the case is one of deception, and the two document sets have the
same author, we expect accuracy to dip sharply after a small number of iterations, once
nearly all the deceptive features have been removed. This will not occur if the sets of
documents do have di�erent authors, rather accuracy will slowly decline over the en-
tire range. By comparing the unmasking sequence of interest to others known to be for
di�erent authors, the existence of a signi�cant dip can be veri�ed directly.

The impostors method
Another method that addresses author veri�cation is the Impostors Method (Koppel et al.,
2012a; Seidman, 2013; Stover et al., 2016; Potha and Stamatatos, 2017). A key advantage
of this method is that it does not rely on cross-validation like unmasking, and so requires
much less data to work. The impostors method takes the questioned document Q and a
known document K authored by the suspect author A, and determines the strength of
evidence that Q and K share an author. The procedure works by analogy to a police line-
up: In addition to Q and K, a set of impostors Ii is put together comprising documents by
authors other than A which are as similar as possible in other ways to K and Q. The idea
is that if the similarity between Q and K is more than that between Q and the impostors,
then it is likely that Q and K share authorship. The impostors thus serve to normalize
the similarity measure, telling us how similar we expect random pairs of documents to
appear. The greater the number of independent impostors, the stronger the evidence is.

Pitfall 0(e) (Use enough impostors, similar to Q and K) Use a su�cient number of
impostors, and use impostors that are as similar as possible to both Q and K in all ways
other than authorship.

It is still possible, however, that Q and K are most similar by coincidence. Hence the
full impostors method runs a large number (usually 100) trials, in each of which only a
random subset of features is used for computing similarity. This way if the similarity of
Q and K is only a coincidence, it will not often recur. So if Q and K are more similar than
Q and any impostor in a large number k of these trials (k > n for some threshold n),
the evidence of coauthorship can be considered to be reliable. (Note that if k < n that is
not evidence against coauthorship, just the failure to make a positive attribution.) The
choice of n will determine the false-positive and false-negative rates of the method—
higher n will mean fewer erroneous attributions, but more missed attributions, and a
lower n the reverse.

In published tests under laboratory conditions, and attribution threshold of n = 20
(out of 100 trials) gives false positive rates of below 10% (Koppel and Winter, 2014), but
as for all methods, it is always advisable to test the impostor method on the texts of the
case at hand. This can be done given sets of known documents by the suspect and other
similar authors, considering how many same-author pairs are properly attributed and
how many missed, and how many di�erent-author pairs are improperly attributed and
how many are not. This will give estimates of the false-positive and false-negative rates,
which can be calibrated for how conservative a result is desired. For evidence, a conser-
vative result, which has a low false-positive rate, is desirable, so that if an attribution is
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made, it can be considered reliable. For investigations, a higher false-positive rate may
be acceptable, if it lowers the likelihood that the actual author will slip through the net.
Pitfall 0(f) (Consider false-positive/false-negative tradeo�) Consider whether
your case requires conservative (only-if-very-sure) attribution, and thus a higher threshold
for attribution.

Pitfall 0(g) (Determine thresholds before testing) Determine the threshold based on
the literature and based on calibration tests on known documents before score attributions
for Q, to avoid choosing a threshold that �ts the results rather than interpreting the results
based on a threshold.

Finally, since the impostors method relies on statistics of large numbers, texts must be
relatively long; the overall feature set must also be large to support many trials with
random subsets.
Pitfall 0(h) (Use long documents and many features for the impostors method)
A rule of thumb based on research investigations is that texts should be around 2000 words
long or longer to ensure reliability. (Shorter texts can be used if necessary, but reliability
will degrade as shorter texts are used.) As well, since the impostors method performs many
trials with di�erent random subsets of an overall feature set, the full feature set must be
relatively large (over 1000 features in general) to ensure su�cient variability among the
subsets.

Visual attribution
Since, as noted above, all computational attribution methods rely in some fashion on
measuring some kind of similarity between documents, we might think of dispensing
with fancy algorithmic attribution methods such as those we just discussed, and instead
producing a visual representation of the stylometric relationships between documents
and then visually determining which candidate author Q is most similar to, if any. This
would be straightforward if, say, there were only two relevant linguistic features, so
that every document would be represented as a pair of numbers (x, y) corresponding to
the relative frequencies of the two features. Then we could plot all known documents
on a graph, as in Figure 3, and determine the location of Q (also as a pair of numbers)
compared to the known documents for each candidate. If Q’s point is clearly in the
‘cloud’ of points for a particular candidate (as is the black circle in the �gure), that gives
good evidence for an attribution, and if it is far from any candidate documents’ points
(as is the black triangle in the �gure), no attribution can be made (and possibly we have
prima facie evidence to deny any candidate authorship if we can show that the known
documents cover the full range of all the candidates’ writings).

The trick, of course, is that textual style cannot be adequately represented by two
numbers, however computed. Any plausible set of stylometric features will have dozens,
if not hundreds, and so if we are to plot the known and questioned documents in two
dimensions, we need to somehow boil a large number of dimensions down to two. For-
tunately, there are standard statistical methods for doing so, which have been applied to
authorship attribution.

The oldest and most standard such technique is principal component analysis (PCA).
This rotates a set of numeric vectors in a multidimensional space to �nd axes such that
the data distribution along each axis is statistically (linearly) uncorrelated with those
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Figure 3. Simulated two-dimensional visualization of known documents from �ve
clearly separated candidate authors shown in di�erent colors, with two hypothetical
questioned documents shown as a black circle and triangle.

along other axes (Abdi and Williams, 2010). These axes, called principal components, are
ordered in descending order of how much data variability each contains. Hence, the �rst
two components will give the data the widest spread of any two dimensions we could
choose, and thus provide arguably the best two-dimensional representation of the data.
For example, in his analysis of the authorship of the 15th Book of Oz, José Binongo (2003)
plots known segments of Oz books known to be authored by the two candidate authors,
L. Frank Baum and Ruth Plumly Thompson, per their �rst two principal components;
we reproduce his �gure in Figure 4. In this case, the known documents can be separated
between the candidates perfectly using just the �rst principal component; we note that
this level of clarity is very rare in practice.

Another technique for plotting high-dimension data in two dimensions is multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS), which seeks to �nd an embedding of data points in two dimen-
sions which maintains the relative distances between points, as much as possible (some
distortion is inevitable, of course). MDS has been used similarly to PCA in authorship
attribution research (López-Escobedo et al., 2016). The techniques will give somewhat
di�erent results, as they are based on di�erent de�nitions of what constitutes a ‘good’
reduction of the data to two dimensions, but the considerations and caveats for properly
using them are similar.

The key such consideration is the deceptive simplicity of a scatter plot such as that
in Figure 4. Visual inspection gives a clear answer—if Q falls on one side it was written
by A, and if on the other side, B. The �gure hides the complexity and statistical assump-
tions behind the result. The same procedure carried out on a slightly di�erent set of
documents, or on the same documents with di�erent features, can give signi�cantly dif-
ferent results. Using a di�erent set of relevant documents also might. These possibilities
need to be considered and ruled out, instead of simply relying on the force of visual
clarity that the �gure provides.
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Figure 4. Texts by Baum vs. Thompson, plotted by �rst two principal components
(Figure 5 of Binongo, 2003).

Pitfall 0(i) (Sensitivity testing for visualizations) Dimensionality-reduced visual-
izations rest on complex assumptions and algorithms—don’t just rely on visual clarity.
You should probe how sensitive plots are to changes of features, similarity measures, and
document sets before relying on them.

That said, if a reliable two-dimensional plot can be constructed that gives a meaningful
and useful answer, it can be very useful in making analysis results comprehensible to
the judge and jury.

Clustering

One of the main goals of these visualization-based techniques is show how (or whether)
the known documents divide into clear clusters by authorship, so that Q’s authorship
can be attributed by ascertaining which cluster it best belongs to. This idea can be im-
plemented directly by using one of a number of clustering algorithms (Han et al., 2011:
Ch. 10) and see Berry and Castellanos (2004) and Xu and Tian (2015), which automat-
ically divides known documents into a set of clusters, according to some criterion for
the quality of such a division. Clustering is an unsupervised method of analysis, which
does not use information about the authorship of the known documents to divide them
into sets of stylistically similar documents. The idea is that if such sets correspond to
speci�c authors, then the clustering has captured the stylistic correlates of authorship
in the corpus, and the cluster identity of the questioned document is a likely indicator
for its authorship.

Clustering has a long history of use in authorship analysis, as in Holmes and
Forsyth’s pioneering study of the Federalist Papers (1995) and Burrows’s later appli-
cation of the method to literary analysis of poetry and prose (2004). Cluster analysis
for forensic authorship analysis may be less reliable, though, due to shorter text lengths
and smaller corpora; the reliability of cluster analysis for literary texts has also been
questioned (Hoover, 2003).
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Even when considered e�ective, the results of clustering are highly sensitive to ex-
perimental parameters, such as the number and types of features, the distance measure
used to compare feature vectors, and the way distances are aggregated to compare clus-
ters with each other (Jain et al., 1999; Halkidi et al., 2001; Zaïane et al., 2002). This di�-
culty can be somewhat mitigated through recent techniques that build consensus clus-
terings, combining information derived from many di�erent parameter settings (Eder,
2017), but without a sensitivity analysis results cannot be considered reliable, just as
noted above for visualizations.
Pitfall 0(j) (Sensitivity testing for clustering) Clustering results can vary greatly de-
pending on system parameters. Probe how sensitive results are to changes of features and
other parameters before relying on them.

Establishing Reliability
To evaluate an attribution method’s reliability, we need to run it using some known
documents for training and then test the result on new data for which we also know the
correct answers (a test set). Note that the testing data must comprise di�erent texts than
the training, since it would be trivial (and meaningless) to get perfect accuracy on the
training, simply by memorizing it.
Pitfall 0(k) (Ensure disjoint train and test sets) If you test a model on the same doc-
uments used for training it, estimated accuracy will be considerably higher than you can
expect for the questioned document. Make sure that training and testing are done on dif-
ferent documents.

A di�culty, of course, is that to get an accurate model, we need as much training data as
possible, but the available labeled data is usually limited. In experimental research, we
gather as large a set of documents with known authors as possible, so that some can be
used for training and some for testing, while in typical operational scenarios, the number
of known documents is more limited. Regardless, only occasionally, even in research,
do we have a truly enormous number of texts, and so we need to use those we have
e�ciently. The standard method to do this is cross-validation (Alpaydin, 2009), in which
the available labeled data is divided randomly into a number (k) of equal-sized subsets
S1, ..., Sk, called folds, and k train/test evaluations are carried out. First, we apply a
learning method C to build a model, training on S1, ..., Sk−1 and test its accuracy on the
last fold Sk. Then, we train on S1, ..., Sk−2, Sk and testing on the remaining fold Sk−1,
and so forth, repeating the process a total of k times. The average of the k accuracy
�gures is then used as an estimate of the expected accuracy of C’s learned model for
future data. Note that cross-validation thus is able to use all of our labeled data for
testing, while ensuring that at no time does it test a learned model on any of the data
that was used for training it.

Even with cross-validation, however, you may have very few known documents in
a given case, perhaps only two or three (or even just one) from each candidate author.
In such a case, if the documents are long, one might consider increasing the number of
training texts by splitting each document into sections. (See below for a discussion of
text length.) Since the style within a particular document may vary slightly between
sections of the document, this strategy can lead to more accurate models being con-
structed. However, cross-validation needs to be modi�ed so that a model trained on part
of a document is never tested on other parts of the same document. If it were, we could
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not know if accuracy was due to detecting the authorship of the test text or due to the
simple fact that they are from one document—about the exact same topic, in the exact
same register and genre, for the exact same audience, etc. Hence, in this case, the split
of the known texts must be done such that all sections of a single document are in the
same fold, to avoid this problem.
Pitfall 0(l) (Don’t train and test on sections of the same document) If known
documents are split into multiple sections, increasing the number of training texts, a model
trained on some sections of one document cannot be tested on other sections from the same
document. Thus all sections from a given document must be in the same fold when doing
cross-validation.

Another possible way to overcome the paucity of data would be to use other docu-
ments with known authors, other than the known documents in the case, to evaluate the
method or to supplement those documents. The danger here is that if these documents
are stylistically di�erent from the documents in the case, whether in terms of register,
genre, sociolect, discourse community, etc., the comparison may be invalid. Using re-
sults on other datasets can be used to argue for the plausibility of the method for the
given case, but attention must be paid to the question of how similar the kinds of doc-
uments are to each other, and appropriate caveats attached. Best in such a case is to be
able to point to multiple such tests that give consistent results. However, simply adding
a number of unrelated documents to known documents from the case, to construct a
larger training set, is likely to lead to results that cannot be trusted.
Pitfall 0(m) (Keep training set internally consistent) Attribution accuracy can de-
pend on the other in�uences on document style for training and test texts, and thus:

• Evaluations on documents not from the current case must be considered relative
to the similarities and di�erences of the provenance of those documents to those
available in the case, and

• External documents should not be mixed together with case documents to make a
larger training set. The di�erences will lead to unreliable evaluation results.

A subtle, and surprisingly important, question is raised when feature selection is done.
In feature selection, a very large number of potential features, such as wordforms or part-
of-speech n-grams, is whittled down to a manageable size by computing some measure
of each feature’s usefulness for classi�cation and keeping the ‘best’ k features, or all
those that pass a threshold. Such measures evaluate how well an individual feature
can distinguish authors from each other; a variety of statistical measures exist such as
information gain (Quinlan, 2014), chi-squared statistics (Moh’d A Mesleh, 2007), etc. Any
such measure must be computed over labeled training data, wherein lies the danger. If
features are selected based on an entire labeled corpus, and then learning (on the reduced
feature set) evaluated through cross-validation, the test documents have actually been
used in the training process, since feature selection is part of training. This is a very
common error that is easy to fall into, but one which can lead to surprisingly misleading
results. If this is done, evaluation results often greatly overestimate the accuracy of the
classi�cation method, which may appear accurate but turn out to be useless on new data.
Pitfall 0(n) (Don’t use test data in feature selection) If you use feature selection,
make sure that selection measures are computing only over training data during evalu-
ation, and not on test data. Otherwise you will overestimate the accuracy of your method.
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It is important also to note that accuracy itself is not a simple and unproblematic notion.
If many more documents are available for one candidate author X than for others, high
accuracy might be obtained simply by predicting that all documents were written by X.
For example, if 70% of the known documents are by X and only 30% by other authors,
this would give 70% accuracy. However, the method is clearly useless and meaning-
less, though it seems somewhat accurate based on the numbers. A more �ne-grained
evaluation is obtained by using two di�erent “accuracy” measures—precision and recall.
Precision measures, for each candidate author A, what fraction of the documents that
the model m predicts are written by A were actually written by A. Recall, on the other
hand, measures what fraction of the documents actually written by A were predicted by
m to have been written by A. In our example of a dumb attribution method above, the
precision for author X would be 70%, but for other authors would be unde�ned (since no
predictions are made for them); recall for X would be 100%, but for other authors would
be 0% (since they are never predicted). Thus we see how by looking at both precision
and recall we get a better picture of the actual performance of the method.

Pitfall 0(o) (Use precision and recall for evaluation) Simple accuracy as a measure
can be a�ected signi�cantly by imbalance in numbers of known documents for di�erent
candidates, and unreliable methods may appear reliable. Better is to calculate both precision
and recall for each candidate author. This will show if all authors are treated equally by
the learned model or if results are biased in one way or another.

The harmonic mean of precision and recall, called the “F1 measure,” is often used to give a
single numeric metric for performance of text classi�cation or information retrieval sys-
tems. It is better to use both precision and recall, however, for a couple of reasons. First,
depending on the scenario, either precision or recall may be more important—averaging
them loses clarity as to the import of the results. Second, in many realistic situations,
high F1 can be obtained by methods that provide no useful information (Lipton et al.,
2014).

Corpus Composition

In all applications of authorship attribution, we must start with a questioned document (or
set of documents) Q, whose authorship is to be determined, and a set of known documents
K, which are reliably known to have been authored by the candidate author(s). For some
attribution methods, particularly when dealing with open-set attribution or veri�cation,
a set of comparison documents C is also used, comprising documents by non-candidate
authors as impostors or to provide background calibration for determining what level of
stylometric similarity indicates coauthorship in the case.

When inferring authorship based on stylometric comparison of di�erent texts it is
essential to keep in mind the multiplicity of factors that can in�uence the stylistic char-
acter of a text (see Figure 5). There are no stylometric features that uniquely indicate
author identity, hence care must be taken to rule out alternative explanations for stylo-
metric similarity between two texts. As an extreme example, suppose Q is a corporate
contract, and the question is which of two authors, A1 and A2, drafted it. If we are given
one known document from each, K1 and K2, respectively, where K1 is a contract, and K2
is a personal email, the fact that Q is more similar to K1 than to K2 says nothing about
its likely authorship, as the similarity is easily explained by register and genre.
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Figure 5. Summary of factors contributing to the precise form of a text (after Fig-
ure 5.1 of Argamon and Koppel, 2010). The Author seeks to express some Content
about a Topic in a text via some Medium for some Purpose directed at some intended
Audience. There may be Editing that a�ects the style and content of the text. The
larger context within which the text’s production is embedded also a�ects what text
is produced, the relevant ontology assumed, the ideology encoding potential and ac-
tual social roles of the Author and Audience, and the intertextual relationships of the
new Text with other texts that came before.

Ideally, all the documents, Q, K, and C, should be as similar as possible in all ways other
than in authorship; this is the best way to ensure that inference to authorship cannot be
explained by other factors. However, such a level of experimental control, exercised in
laboratory research, is rarely if ever possible in the forensic context. Known documents
are limited to whatever documents can be obtained for the candidate authors—there may
be very few, and those that are available may be from di�erent genres and registers from
Q and from each other. It is critical to keep in mind that there are no known stylometric
features that vary with authorship and do not vary with genre, register, topic, or other
style-in�uencing factors (collectively, if vaguely, text type). Thus any di�erences in text
type within the corpus must be accounted for, either by experimental control (which
as noted is di�cult to achieve in forensic cases), or by analytic procedure (see Section
‘Algorithmic Attribution for discussion of how some methods can deal with di�erences
in text types).

Pitfall 0(p) (Control corpora for text type) If possible, ensure that all documents to be
compared are of the same, or very similar, text types (genre, register, topic). If this cannot
be assured, be very clear about the similarities and di�erences in text type and their likely
in�uence on stylometric comparisons.

Pitfall 0(q) (Exercise caution when Q di�ers in text type from K) When Q di�ers
in text type from known documents in K, and when known documents by di�erent candidate
authors di�er in text type, consider carefully to what extent similarity judgments might be
attributed to text type, as opposed to authorship, and could be misleading.

In addition to controlling for text type, any method that relies on statistical analysis of
textual features, as do the computational attribution methods discussed in this article,
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must also control for text length. One is tempted to assume that the relative frequency
of a given feature will be roughly the same no matter the length of the text. However,
this is not the case. Common features will tend to drop in frequency as a text gets longer,
due to the introduction of new vocabulary (cf. Zipf’s law (1935)). See, for references, the
frequencies of the words ‘the’ and ‘you’ in texts of di�erent lengths in Figure 6—after an
early rise, frequencies tend to drop until the text is long enough to give a near-constant
frequency. Since forensic texts tend to be short, this variability is important to account
for. Hence comparison of texts should be of segments of approximately equal length—if
Q is 600 words long, comparing it to K1 of length 600 words and K2 of length 2500 words
will not be a fair comparison, as we expect K2 to have noticeably di�erent frequency
statistics from Q on general principle having nothing to do with authorship. Better is to
use excerpts of (near-)equal length from all the documents to be compared.

Figure 6. Frequencies of the words ‘the’ and ‘you’ in pre�xes of di�erent word
lengths from the concatenated Congressional Record of the 104th–109th Con-
gresses (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2013).

Pitfall 0(r) (Control comparisons for text length) Whenever possible, ensure that
texts being compared are of nearly the same length, since estimates of lexical frequencies
vary based on the length of the text (due to Zipf’s Law). Such control is less critical when
using syntactic features.
Once we consider segmenting documents, however, we must contend with discourse
structure—di�erent sections of many kinds of document have di�erent characters. This
is true for many genres of text, including correspondence, suicide notes, contracts, es-
says, and more. Hence segments should respect boundaries between recognizable sec-
tions of each document, instead of comprising arbitrary segments of text of a given
length. Also, assuming comparison is being done between texts of similar genre (recom-
mended whenever possible), comparison should be between similar sections. Hence, the
initial segment of one (say) letter should be compared against the initial segment of an-
other, not its �nal segment. Inconsistency in this regard can lead to similarity judgments
that are misleading.
Pitfall 0(s) (Control comparisons for discourse structure) To the extent possible,
ensure that text segments to be compared come from comparable portions of their respective
documents. Ideally this would be based on a genre-relevant decomposition of the documents,
but this can usually be approximated by using portions from the same relative positions in
the respective documents (beginning, middle, end).
The discussion above assumes that every document has a single author. While in some
cases (e.g., ransom notes) this is a reasonable assumption, it is not always realistic. Ed-
itorial in�uence in published work can in�uence textual style, and some genres of text,
such as contracts, are inherently multiply authored, due to collaboration and text reuse.
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Pitfall 0(t) (Consider multiple authorship) Consider directly the possibility that Q or
known documents have multiple authorship or strong editorial in�uence. If single author-
ship can be assumed, make the assumption explicit and justify it.

If single authorship cannot be strongly assumed, ideally plausibly multiply authored doc-
uments should be removed from consideration; however, this is rarely possible. Hence
analysis must take the possibilities of collaborative authorship and editorial in�uence.
How this is done depends greatly on the speci�cs of the case, but some general principles
can be sketched.

If coauthorship of the questioned document Q is suspected, one approach is to at-
tempt attribution separately for di�erent sections of the document, which should detect
if di�erent individuals were primarily responsible for di�erent sections. Except in cases
where natural divisions are available (e.g., for plays, which divide into acts and scenes),
overlapping sections should be chosen since we do not know in advance which portions
may have been written by di�erent people. The same idea can be applied to allowing
for co-authorship of known documents, for attribution methods that treat known doc-
uments separately, so that each document section is compared to Q in isolation. In this
case, it may be that Q (or a section thereof) matches only some sections of a known doc-
ument, giving reason to believe that the known document may have multiple authors,
and that Q may be attributable to whoever wrote those sections.

The likelihood of multiple authorship can also be directly tested by comparing the
style of a document’s sections to each other (Glover and Hirst, 1996; Graham et al., 2005;
Rybicki et al., 2014; Stamatatos et al., 2016). If di�erent sections appear to show di�erent
authorial styles, they should be treated as separate units of analysis. If a known docu-
ment seems to be multiply-authored, a conservative approach would simply remove it
from consideration, provided that there are su�cient other known documents to proceed
with the analysis.

Pitfall 0(u) (Segment documents to test and control for multiple authorship) If
multiple authorship cannot be ruled out, consider segmenting Q (and known documents) to
be separately attributed. Stylistic comparison of segments of the same document can also
be used to estimate the likelihood of the document being multiply authored.

Segmenting documents will not, however, help us with the possibility of editorial in-
�uence, where authorial style is directly overlaid with other stylistic characteristics. In
many cases, of course, the likelihood of editorial changes is virtually zero, as for ransom
or suicide notes, but in cases involving published or institutional documents, this pos-
sibility is much more likely. Such in�uence may be from an editor’s individual style, or
from the imposition of a ‘house style’ on the document. Note that the implications for at-
tribution of editorial in�uence are di�erent when considering the questioned document
or the known documents.

If Q’s style may have been signi�cantly a�ected by editorial changes, it will lessen
the likelihood that any given candidate author is a strong match, since Q will bear a
mixture of stylistic characteristics. Thus, if, nonetheless, just one candidate author is a
strong match, the value of the evidence will be at least as large as had there been no
editorial interference. However, it will be impossible to distinguish between attributed
authorship and editorship—if candidate author A is a good match for Q, we cannot know
if A was the author without external evidence that A was not the editor.
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On the other hand, if editorial in�uence is suspected among the known documents,
spurious similarities may be found with Q, invalidating analytic conclusions. One way to
control for this, when multiple documents from each candidate author are available, is to
compare known documents to each other. Each known document K is taken in turn as a
questioned document, and attributed based on the remaining known documents. If edi-
torial in�uence is minimal, we expect each known document to most likely be attributed
correctly. If most are, but a small number are not, this may indicate editorial interference
with those, and reason to exclude those known documents from consideration.
Pitfall 0(v) (Test for likelihood of editorial interference) If signi�cant editing of
known documents cannot be ruled out, test for stylistic consistency among documents of
each candidate author, and remove those that do not �t in with the rest.

The above discussion assumes editorial in�uence varies for di�erent documents. If the
same editorial in�uence obtains for (say) all known documents by a single candidate,
those documents may be stylistically consistent without clearly re�ecting the style of
the author—they may instead re�ect the editor’s style or a mixture of the two, without
revealing an inconsistency. In such a case, we cannot reliably distinguish attribution to
the candidate or to the editor.

Feature Extraction
We now consider the di�erent sorts of textual features that are typically used in com-
putational stylometric analyses, for authorship attribution as well as for others. Choice
of such features must balance three considerations: their linguistic signi�cance, their
e�ectiveness at measuring true stylometric similarity, and the ease with which they
can be identi�ed computationally. Some potentially useful and linguistically meaning-
ful features may not be easily (or at all) identi�ed accurately by existing computational
techniques. For example, metaphor use may be a useful feature for authorship analysis,
but current automated metaphor identi�cation methods are not accurate enough to rely
upon.

Statistical complexity
The earliest work in stylometrics sought statistical measures invariant across documents
by a single author but vary between authors. A great variety of such measures have been
proposed, such as average word or sentence length (Fucks, 1952; Brinegar, 1963; Yule,
1939) and more complex statistics using type/token ratios and numbers of hapax legom-
ena and the like, such as Yule’s (1939) K, Sichel’s (1975) S or Honore’s (1979) R. However,
no such measures have proven to be reliable for authorship attribution (Burrows, 1992;
Grieve, 2007).
Pitfall 0(w) (Complexity measures are not reliable alone) Overall measures of tex-
tual or linguistic complexity are not generally reliable for authorship attribution. Hence
they should not be used except together with other features, if they increase a method’s
reliability. This must be demonstrated by empirical testing.

Lexical choice
Lexical choice is a key dimension of variation between individual authors, who exhibit
statistical preferences for di�erent words that can be used in particular contexts. There
are di�erent kinds of feature sets built on this notion, as discussed below.
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Function words
One of the oldest and most generally reliable feature sets used in stylometric authorship
attribution is function words, used at least since Mosteller and Wallace’s landmark study
of the Federalist Papers (1964). Function word use (a) does not vary substantially with
topic (but does with genre and register) and (b) constitutes a good proxy for a wide
variety of syntactic and discourse-level phenomena. Furthermore, it is largely not under
conscious control, and so should reduce the risk of being fooled by deception (Chung
and Pennebaker, 2007).

Function word lists used in English are typically up to a few hundred words long
and include pronouns, prepositions, auxiliary and modal verbs, conjunctions, and deter-
miners, as well as numbers and interjections, even though they are not function words,
since they tend to vary with authorship and are mostly topic-independent. The func-
tion words available for use in di�erent languages will vary of course, and for synthetic
languages will likely be incomplete and need to be supplemented by morphological anal-
ysis. Results of di�erent studies using somewhat di�erent lists of function words have
been similar, indicating that the precise choice of function words is not crucial. Discrim-
inators built from function word frequencies often perform at levels competitive with
those constructed from more complex features.
Pitfall 0(x) (Use morphological analysis on synthetic languages) Function word
lists in synthetic languages will likely miss many important features of the idiolect, so
morphological analysis is needed to extract a more complete set of features.

When using function words for authorship attribution, attention must be paid to the fact
that genre and register variation in the corpus will also a�ect function word frequencies.
For example, pronouns (particularly �rst and second person) are much more frequent in
narrative text than in informative text. Depending on the analysis methodology, some
classes of function words may need to be removed from consideration.
Pitfall 0(y) (Filter function words based on genre and register) Frequencies of
many function words will vary greatly between di�erent genres and registers of text, and
so appropriate methods or controls need to be applied if the corpus must comprise diverse
text types. This may involve removing some function words from consideration. All such
controls must be validated empirically on the data.

Content words
Other aspects of lexical choice variation are not captured by function word use. For
example, one candidate author may prefer to use words like ‘start’ and ‘large’, where
another may prefer ‘begin’ and ‘big’ (Mosteller and Wallace, 1964; Koppel et al., 2006,
2009). This sort of pattern can be analyzed by modeling the relative frequencies of con-
tent words. Typically very rare words and those with near-uniform distribution over the
corpus of interest can be omitted (Forman, 2003), so that a set of several to ten thousand
words may be used. Content words, however, require even tighter experimental care
and control, since their frequencies will vary with topic, as well as with text type. This
may lead to both false attributions and to missing valid attributions, depending on how
such irrelevant dimensions of variation may in�uence attribution.
Pitfall 0(z) (Using content words requires tighter corpus control) Content words
may indicate topic more strongly than authorship, so tests using them need tight controls
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on topic of corpus documents, or methods that can be shown to be stable in the face of topic
di�erences. Examining the features that the analysis identi�es as key to the attribution
should be done to check if such interference is present.

Word embeddings

Using words as features for stylometric comparison, whether function words or con-
tent words, �nds similarity by comparing occurrences of the exact same word. How-
ever, some words are more similar than other. Consider a comparison between the
sentences “The President spoke about tari�s” and “The administration issued a state-
ment about import taxes.” The only words shared between them are “the” and “about,”
however, they are very similar. Signi�cant semantic closeness is seen in the pairs (Pres-
ident, administration), (spoke, statement), and (tari�s, taxes), but is not taken into ac-
count by word-based methods. A popular way to generalize word comparison is to use
a word embedding, which represents each word by a multidimensional numeric vector
such that words that occur in similar contexts will have similar vectors. One of the
most popular methods, Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), uses a neural network model
to derive such embeddings, largely capturing semantic and syntactic connections be-
tween words such that similar words have nearby vectors. They show, for example,
that vec[king]+(vec[woman]-vec[man]) ≈ vec[queen]. Recent development of contex-
tual word embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018) give more precise word
vectors for particular word occurrences, that are sensitive to context. These embed-
dings thus encode di�erent word senses and parts-of-speech, giving a more �ne-grained
representation.

The hope of using such vectors for stylometric comparison, is to get more general
and more precise measures of semantic similarity in lexical choice. Indeed, some recent
research has shown word embeddings to give useful features for authorship analysis in
research studies (Sari and Stevenson, 2016; Posadas-Durán et al., 2017). Results seem
fairly insensitive to what corpus was used to compute the embedding, provided it was
large enough—standard embeddings trained on very large corpora are now easily avail-
able for such use. The main caveat when using word embeddings is that, just like con-
tent words, their occurrence is dependent on document topic, genre, and register, and
so these factors need to be tightly controlled in any authorship analysis using them.

Pitfall 0() (Word embeddings encode topic dependence) Word embeddings enable
better determination of lexical similarity by generalizing beyond identity of word tokens.
However, they share the properties of topic- and text type-dependence of content words, and
analysis must be controlled accordingly.

Syntax

Another category of style markers is the relative frequencies of di�erent choices of syn-
tactic structure, either measured directly, or by proxy via looking at occurrences of parts
of speech. Di�erent authors have di�erent preferences for type and complexity of di�er-
ent constructs, and both absolute and relative frequencies of syntactic constructs have
shown to be useful for authorship attribution (Baayen et al., 1996; Stamatatos et al., 2001;
Gamon, 2004; Hirst and Feiguina, 2007). In all such cases, feature frequency is likely to be
in�uenced by text type, and so experimental control is necessary (or text-type invariance
needs to be demonstrated).
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Pitfall 0() (Syntax also requires text type control) Despite its facial and empirical
topic independence, syntactic choice is not invariant to text type; di�erent genres and reg-
isters have di�erence characteristic relative frequencies for various syntactic constructs.
Hence full control for text type is necessary when using syntactic features as well.

Extracting syntactic structure from text in English and most other European lan-
guages can be done accurately using current natural language processing tools, for texts
in reasonably standard prestige dialect. These tools will have more di�culty on less for-
mal text that includes orthographic and grammatical errors or variations, as well as on
most languages outside the European mainstream.

Pitfall 0() (Understand accuracy of syntactic analysis tools) Automated syntactic
analysis tools vary in the accuracy of their output depending on the language (they are
best for English and major European languages) and text type. They are particularly poor
on informal texts. Their accuracy should be evaluated on texts of the same kind as the
analysis corpus before use.

A simple type of syntax-based feature is using relative frequencies of di�erent parts-
of-speech and of short part-of-speech sequences, e.g., “the fraction of common nouns
that are immediately preceded by an adjective”. A number of research studies have
shown that such features can be useful in authorship attribution (Argamon et al., 1998;
Kukushkina et al., 2001; Corney et al., 2001; Koppel et al., 2002; Koppel and Schler, 2003;
Zhao et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2006).

More complex automated parsing tools can be used to identify full syntactic struc-
tures, and compute the frequencies of noun and verb phrases or of relative clauses, for
example. These have also been shown to work for authorship attribution in the research
literature (Baayen et al., 1996; Stamatatos et al., 2001, 2000; Gamon, 2004; Halteren, 2007;
Chaski, 2005; Uzuner et al., 2005; Hirst and Feiguina, 2007).

Speci�c examples of such features are:
• N-grams of parts-of-speech: “determiner–adjective–adjective” or “common

noun–common noun” (Argamon-Engelson et al., 1998),
• Syntactic phrase categories: XYZ (Stamatatos et al., 2001)
• Syntactic category bigrams: “coordinating conjunction followed by clause” or

“name starting with proper noun” (Hirst and Feiguina, 2007), and
• Marked syntactic structures: “non-head-�nal noun phrase” (in English) (Chaski,

2005).
In most attribution studies, syntactic features are used together with lexical features, as
syntactic features alone are not usually �ne-grained enough to attain high accuracy.

Pitfall 0() (Evaluate if syntax is reliable for the speci�c case) Consider well
whether the syntactic features to be used are likely to be reliable for the kinds and numbers
of texts in the corpus, and empirically test them. Use lexical features (e.g., function words)
as well, if needed.

Character n-grams
The relative frequencies of character n-grams (sequences of several characters), such
as “ing”, “auth”, “opos”, or the like, has been proposed as a feature set for attribution,
subsuming lexical choice features (function and content words) and morphology (by
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capturing many a�xes). Such features have the big advantage of being largely language-
independent (for non-ideographic writing systems); a number of research studies have
shown their e�cacy for attribution in various languages and contexts (Kjell, 1994;
Clement and Sharp, 2003; Houvardas and Stamatatos, 2006; Ledger and Merriam, 1994;
Grieve, 2007; Kešelj et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2004). Since they are sensitive to topic as well
as text type, all of the concerns regarding function and content words apply as well to
character n-grams.

Presenting Results
No text analytic method can conclusively prove who the author of a questioned text is—a
good result is one which shows where the weight of the evidence lies, with respect to the
authorship question at hand, and gives some measure of the strength of that evidence.
An attribution result is one of two types: it may rule-in a particular candidate A as a likely
author of Q, or it may rule-out a candidate B, tagging B as an unlikely author of Q. In
both cases, one must be careful to determine and explain who the alternative authors are
that A (or B) is being compared against (see the discussion in Section ‘Task Formulation’
above comparing open- and closed-set classi�cation and veri�cation tasks).
Pitfall 0() (No analysis can prove authorship) Never claim that an analysis “demon-
strates” authorship. The best that can be said is where the strength of the evidence points,
compared to particular alternatives.

Strength of evidence
If A is being ruled in as a likely author (or coauthor) of Q, the strength of the evidence
will be that A’s known documents KA are particularly similar to Q, relative to known
documents by other potential candidates and/or background authors representing the
rest of the world. The metric for similarity needs to be calibrated, and that calibration
shown, to show how similar is similar enough to determine likely authorship, and what
the error rates, both false positive and false negative, are likely to be.
Pitfall 0() (Exhibit calibration on known documents) Attribution measures for rel-
evant documents with known authorship should be shown for calibration, to enable the jury
to evaluate themselves the signi�cance of your attribution results.

When presenting quantitative results, particularly estimates of reliability of the anal-
ysis, it is important to do so in a way that avoids fallacies in interpretation. For example,
suppose an analysis is performed to �nd the author of a questioned text Q from (say) a
thousand candidates, and one candidate, X, matches Q such that the estimated probabil-
ity of the match happening by chance is just one in a thousand. If that probability is pre-
sented as-is to a jury, their direct (and fallacious) conclusion may be that there is a 99.9%
chance that X is the author of Q. This, however, is an instance of the prosecutor’s fal-
lacy (Thompson and Schumann, 1987). The actual probability of some candidate among
the thousand reaching this level of match with Q by chance is 1−(1− 1

1000
)1000 ≈ 63.2%,

thus, on its own, this is weak evidence for X’s authorship indeed.
A less misleading presentation of evidential power of the attribution to X would be

to present it in terms of Bayesian updating of the probability of the attribution given the
new evidence (Berger, 2013), by giving the Bayesian update factor to the prior probability
for X’s authorship given the analysis:

P (author=X|analysis)
P (author=X)
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This formulation directly shows how evidence adduced by the analysis should be com-
bined with other available evidence to form a conclusion, and can be intuitively ex-
plained as an update to prior beliefs about the candidate.

Precise probability estimates are not always available, and such estimates often
themselves rely on probabilistic assumptions. This can be most clearly expressed by
giving a con�dence interval, saying, for example, that the Bayes update factor is most
likely between 1.5 and 6, so it is at least 50% more likely that X is the author given the
analysis, and perhaps as much as six times more likely.

Figure 7. Example bar-graph showing belief updating for a Bayes update factor of
3± 20%.

Visualizations can also be helpful. One way is to concretize these notions of probability—
a bar graph (say) such as in Figure 7, showing how to update one’s level of belief in
authorship given the analysis. Another is to graphically show the similarity of Q to the
known documents by di�erent candidates (and comparison documents when relevant),
as in Figures 3 and 4 above, for example. If this is done, care must be taken to address
the potential pitfalls described in Section ‘Visual attribution, and to explain how this was
done, of course.

Opening the black box
In addition, whatever attribution method is used should not be treated as a black box that
simply takes documents as input and outputs attributions (with con�dence scores). The
box needs to be opened up to show what features are doing the attribution work, that
is, which features Q shares more with KA than with documents not by A. This helps to
establish the trustworthiness of the method, as well as give more detail to the evidential
claim of authorship.

The same principle applies when ruling out an author B. In such a case, the claim is
supported by the similarity of B’s known documents KB to Q being notably less than
would be expected if B was an author of Q. Here, opening up the box means showing
features that are shared between di�erent texts authored by B, but that are not shared
with Q.

Pitfall 0() (Show the features that support the analysis) Do not treat an analysis
method as a black box, but showwhat textual features it bases its result on. This is necessary
to establish the strength and the basis of the evidence for authorship being adduced.

Examining the features used by the algorithms to classify authorship is also essential as
a check on the entire text-processing pipeline. It is surprisingly easy, when dealing with
diverse input formats, for text preprocessing to let through tokens that are not part of
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the actual text such as “page 3” or the name of an author in a page header, or the like. If
such errors a�ect attribution, telltale features will show up, letting the analyst know to
debug the text processing subsystem.

It should be noted that in the currently popular ‘deep learning’ techniques, as well as
some others, it is not possible to directly determine what features are used to determine
authorship. Indeed, explaining why a particular result was reached by such a model is, in
general, an important unsolved research problem (Biran and Cotton, 2017; Samek et al.,
2017).

Concluding Thoughts
Computational authorship analysis methods can often allow reliable attribution even
in cases where purely manual linguistic analysis is di�cult or impossible, by statistical
analysis of a very large number of subtle stylistic markers. However, establishing the
reliability of a particular method for a particular case can be tricky, as it depends criti-
cally on many speci�cs of the case—one cannot simply rely on previous experience or
experiments with the method. The list of potential pitfalls in this article should serve
as guidelines for ensuring good methodology in developing computational authorship
analyses, but the reader should always keep in mind that no such list can ever be com-
plete. Expertise, experience, and careful human judgment must always be used and never
supplanted by blind adherence to any predetermined methodology.
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Summary List of Potential Pitfalls

0(a) Match the task formulation to the case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
0(b) Evaluate methods on case documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
0(c) Veri�cation 6= ‘more likely than known alternates’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
0(d) Test author vs. group classi�cation for all candidates . . . . . . . . . . . 14
0(e) Use enough impostors, similar to Q and K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
0(f) Consider false-positive/false-negative tradeo� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
0(g) Determine thresholds before testing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
0(h) Use long documents and many features for the impostors method . . . . 16
0(i) Sensitivity testing for visualizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
0(j) Sensitivity testing for clustering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
0(k) Ensure disjoint train and test sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
0(l) Don’t train and test on sections of the same document . . . . . . . . . . 20
0(m) Keep training set internally consistent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
0(n) Don’t use test data in feature selection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
0(o) Use precision and recall for evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
0(p) Control corpora for text type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
0(q) Exercise caution when Q di�ers in text type from K . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
0(r) Control comparisons for text length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
0(s) Control comparisons for discourse structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
0(t) Consider multiple authorship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
0(u) Segment documents to test and control for multiple authorship . . . . . 24
0(v) Test for likelihood of editorial interference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
0(w) Complexity measures are not reliable alone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
0(x) Use morphological analysis on synthetic languages . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
0(y) Filter function words based on genre and register . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
0(z) Using content words requires tighter corpus control . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
0() Word embeddings encode topic dependence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
0() Syntax also requires text type control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
0() Understand accuracy of syntactic analysis tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
0() Evaluate if syntax is reliable for the speci�c case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
0() No analysis can prove authorship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
0() Exhibit calibration on known documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
0() Show the features that support the analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
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